Paper Packaging
On Demand Systems
Easypack's award-winning, innovative technology is used widely across multiple sectors from e-commerce start-ups to beloved name brands, industrial applications, and beyond.

Our range of on demand void fill and cushioning can be used for all packaging requirements and our systems can be tailored to suit any packing environments.

SUSTAINABILITY

Easypack is totally ecofriendly. We source recycled materials to make our paper, preserving natural resources. And though our paper is easily recycled, it’s 100% biodegradable, so regardless it won’t harm the environment.

PACKAGING FOR THE FUTURE

Easypack’s award-winning, innovative technology is used widely across multiple sectors from e-commerce start-ups to beloved name brands, industrial applications, and beyond.

Our range of on demand void fill and cushioning can be used for all packaging requirements and our systems can be tailored to suit any packing environments.
We’re not just in the packaging business, WE’RE IN THE “WOW” BUSINESS.

WORLD CLASS SUPPORT AND SERVICE

Packaging should excite customers, motivate prospects, reduce shipping and fulfillment costs, and (of course) protect your products. To ensure you’re getting the most out of your packaging, Pregis offers unrivaled consultative and technical services and industry leading training support.

Consultative Services

- Packaging optimized for any network – SFS, freight, ground, air, international
- Package design and testing center ensures packaging is FedEx, UPS or Amazon ready
- Specialized sales teams understands the unique challenges of your industry

Technical Service

- Proactively monitor packaging systems and schedule routine maintenance
- Highly skilled, local field technicians available for immediate needs
- 24/7 dedicated technical support hotline

Training Support

- Standard or custom guides, placards and videos
- On-site employee training and educational seminars
- NEW Pregis 360 Virtual Reality Training Platform
Cushioning Systems and Paper Options

Packmaster® Pro and its compact counterpart Packmate® Pro are the most advanced on-demand paper cushioning systems available. Each produces extremely robust paper cushioning that is easily molded and wrapped around any product from delicate items to heavy industrial goods.

- Load and go in under 30 seconds!
- Single or multi ply paper
- Industry leading safety features
  - Internal cutting safety features
  - No need to open machine to load safely
- Safety lockouts

- Program 3 pre-set lengths/quantities
- Automatic, semi-automatic or manual
- Horizontal or custom configuration
- Ergonomic light weight paper rolls

PACKMASTER PRO

Produces robust paper pads ideal for shipping heavy or valuable items in medium to large boxes.

- Compatible with Mawell™ Technology
- New high speed blade halves cycle times
- Converts paper up to 80x its original volume

PACKMATE PRO

Produces narrow paper cushioning pads ideal for shipping light to medium weight products in small boxes.

- Compact system, configurable with any workstation
- Reliable equipment virtually never jams for, more uptime
- Converts paper up to 60x its original volume

Single and Multi-Ply Paper Options

Block/Brace
Coiling
Wrap/Layer
Wrap/Cross

Weight:
30, 45, 50 and 55 lb.

Formulation:
Standard RC Kraft, White Kraft

Roll Width:
14.75” and 29.5”

Roll Length:
425’ - 1,400’
Void Fill Systems and Paper Options

Quantum® Series paper void fill systems offer unrivaled simplicity with user friendly controls and the quickest and easiest loading process available. These compact, versatile systems virtually never jam, maximizing uptime. Perfect for packing sharp objects, loose or unboxed items and filling small voids to reduce dimensional weight.

- Safest machine on the market
- Patented tear assist – no blades!
- Telescoping head for ergonomics and productivity
- Load and go in under 30 seconds!

- Virtually never jams
- Variety of dispensing options including foot pedal
- Ergonomic light weight paper rolls

QUANTUM XT

Ideal for decentralized packing environments.

- Increase productivity – simple to use, no jamming
- Fast, compact, lightweight and portable
- Load and go in seconds
- Control paper consumption and ensure consistency

QUANTUM XTW

Ideal for high volume, centralized packing environments.

- Fanfold design creates consistent void fill from the first to the last sheet of paper
- Magazine stacks up to 6 bundles of paper, equating to 500 cubic feet of void fill
- Perfect for large scale on demand packaging needs

Single Ply Paper Options

- **Weight:** 30 and 45 lb.
- **Roll Length:** 1,500’ – 2,400’
- **Roll Width:** 12”
- **Fanfold Bundle Length:** 1,690’
- **Fanfold Bundle Width:** 14.75” and 29.5”
- **Formulation:** Standard RC Kraft, Renew™
1. Credibility
Easypack Paper Packaging Systems by Pregis have been perfected over nearly 3 decades of continuous improvement. An ISO:14001 certified manufacturer of the highest standards.

2. Reliability
Portfolio of high quality “bullet proof” equipment - low maintenance, virtually never jams to maximize uptime.

3. Versatility
Wide range of paper options and on demand system with flexible design features to fit any packing environment or application

4. Simplicity
Load and go in 30 seconds or less! The quickest and easiest machines on the market to load and operate. Ergonomic roll loading and intuitive controls increase worker productivity and safety.
5. Sustainability

Delivers consistent performance as well as meets environmental objective.

- 100% recycled
- 100% recyclable
- 100% biodegradable

Maxwell™ Technology
Compatible with Packmaster Pro

Maxwell intelligent interface empowers users with greater system controls, endless customization options and detailed reporting.

Intuitive Interface:
- Customizable touchscreen
- Spanish language toggle
- Easy to use agile bag and sequence page
- Virtually unlimited barcoding for consistent foam dispensed and product protection
- SMART features include energy conservation and self-cleaning sessions that can be scheduled during breaks to maximize up-time

Telemetry
- Detailed reporting and insights: usage, cost per pack/packer, machine performance
- Map and connect with other facility SmartBagger machines

Service and Support
- Pregis technicians can remotely access machines for real-time updates and adjustments
- NFC cards allow users to easily log into Maxwell with customer controlled access levels
- Software updates pushed to Maxwell for most up-to-date functionality
Products worth protecting deserve Pregis

We are a leading manufacturer of innovative packaging solutions and protective products.

We solve our customer’s toughest business challenges with packaging so they can create customers for life. We do this by delivering creative solutions to packaging challenges and leveraging a material neutral portfolio.

Contact us today!

www.PREGIS.COM